Interventions to prevent heart failure readmissions: The rationale for nurse-led heart failure programs
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Abstract

Background: Readmission to hospitals for heart failure is one of the greatest economic burdens on Medicare, and has become a major focus of healthcare reform. In an attempt to stem the overwhelming number of readmissions and improve heart failure outcomes, hospitals have employed multiple interventions. Nurse-led heart failure management programs have been an effective strategy in reducing hospital readmissions for heart failure.

Purpose: We conducted an integrative review of the literature that assessed the value of interventions to reduce heart failure readmission rates. We focused on the important role of nursing care in successfully implementing many of these interventions.

Methods: An integrative review of the literature was performed. A computerized search of PubMed, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), and Cochrane Library (reviews and clinical trials) was performed to locate articles published from 2004 to 2014. Key words used included “heart failure nursing”, “heart failure readmissions”, “heart failure programs” and “interventions for heart failure readmission”. Preference was placed on articles published in the last 10 years. Articles referenced by national heart failure guideline documents and expert consensus statements were given a high priority. Eighty-eight articles were screened initially by two reviewers; these were then screened to leave 40 relevant articles.

Conclusions: Several specific interventions have a proven favorable effect in reducing heart failure readmissions. These include optimal medical management, patient education and self-care instruction, and ensuring adequate post-discharge follow-up. Despite this knowledge there remains a wide variation of readmission rates across the United States. This may be partly due to the variability in the adequate implementation of interventions and/or the absence of a required number of interventions in different centers. Each single intervention in itself has only a very small beneficial effect. The implementation of several interventions is essential to produce a meaningful reduction in heart failure readmissions. The ability to successfully employ numerous interventions together may explain the promising results of structured nurse-led heart failure programs.
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Introduction

Heart failure is the most common principal discharge diagnosis among patients over 65 years of age. Heart failure is also the third most costly diagnosis for Medicare as well as the leading cause of hospital admissions and readmissions in patients older than 65 years [1-3].

Readmissions are common. Up to a fifth of patients hospitalized with heart failure are readmitted within 30 days and over half are readmitted within a year [4-6]. Over 50% of Medicare readmissions for heart failure have been classified as “unplanned or preventable”, costing $17 billion [6]. This has led the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to use readmission rates as a publicly reported metric with planned lowering of reimbursements to hospitals that demonstrate excessive risk-standardized readmission rates [4].

In response to these changes there has been great interest in reevaluating heart failure management during admission and post-discharge to reduce the readmission rates [1, 2]. Many hospitals have introduced multidisciplinary teams to optimize the management of heart failure patients from admission through discharge, and into the outpatient setting [4, 5]. Several key factors contributing to heart failure readmissions have been identified [7-9]. However, there remains considerable variation in the success rates of individual hospital programs to prevent heart failure readmissions across the U.S [7, 8].

The lack of success of some of these programs is likely due to multiple factors, such as the incomplete employment of interventions or the failure to employ an adequate number of interventions [10]. The potential impact of improving these deficiencies through specialized heart failure nursing is highlighted in this article. Indeed, the success of well-structured nurse-led programs to prevent heart failure readmissions has shown definite promise. These programs have shown that specialized and coordinated nursing care can significantly reduce heart failure readmissions [11-14]. One such program, Project RED (Re-Engineered Discharge), employs a nurse-discharge advocate in a key role to work with patients throughout the hospital stay. The nurse-discharge advocate arranges follow-up appointments, confirms medication reconciliation, and conducts patient education, as well as creating an individualized instruction booklet, which is sent to the primary care provider. Project RED also used a post-discharge call from a clinical pharmacist to reinforce the discharge plan and review medications. In a randomized study of 749 heart failure patients, the implementation of Project RED decreased hospital readmissions by 30% within the first 30 days of discharge. The results for the control group versus the intervention group were 0.314 vs. 0.451 visits per person per month, respectively (p = .009) [11]. The marked success of this program led to a partnership between the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) and Boston University Medical Center, the developers of Project RED, to help disseminate the program across the country [12].

Project BOOST (Better Outcomes by Optimizing Safe Transitions) is another care transition program that has developed a toolkit that includes medication reconciliation forms, a checklist for discharge patient education, and a checklist for post-discharge continuity checks (see Table 1). Initial data from 11 hospitals participating in the project BOOST showed an absolute 2% reduction in 30-day readmission rates compared with site-matched control units [13].

Despite the success of these programs, there remains no universally accepted or standardized approach to heart failure nursing programs. Moreover, the optimal use of interventions to reduce heart failure readmissions remains incompletely understood and continues to be an area of intense research.

This article will review recent data on specific interventions that have been found to be important in reducing heart failure readmission. We will also attempt to further elucidate why precisely coordinated specialized nursing can achieve significant improvements in heart failure outcome.

Interventions to reduce heart failure readmissions

Three separate phases of heart failure management are now widely accepted [5]:

1. Admission phase: This includes medication reconciliation, patient education, and discharge planning.
2. Transition phase: This involves follow-up appointments, medication reconciliation, and patient education.
3. Continuity phase: This focuses on maintaining patient care and communication with the primary care provider.

Each phase is critical in preventing readmissions and improving overall patient outcomes.
1) Pre-discharge: Consisting of patient education, medication reconciliation, discharge planning, and scheduling of a follow-up appointment.

2) Transition of care (between in- and out-patient settings): Bridging interventions with patient-centered discharge instruction.

3) Post-discharge: Post-discharge follow-up telephone calls, patient-activated hotlines, timely communication with ambulatory providers, timely ambulatory provider follow-up and post-discharge home visits.

Table 1. Project BOOST Checklist sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Elements</th>
<th>Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presenting problem that precipitated hospitalization</td>
<td>Discharge Summary: x  Patient Instructions: x  Communication to follow-up clinician on day of discharge: x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key findings and test results</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final primary and secondary diagnoses</td>
<td>x  x  x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief Hospital Course</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition at discharge, including functional status</td>
<td>x – functional status  o – cognitive status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge destination (and rationale if not obvious)</td>
<td>x  x  x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge medications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written schedule</td>
<td>x  x  x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include purpose and cautions (if appropriate) for each comparison with preadmission medications (new, changes in dose/freq. unchanged, “meds should no longer take”)</td>
<td>o  x  o  x  x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Project BOOST® (Better Outcomes by Optimizing Safe Transitions). www.hospitalmedicine.org/BOOST. Society of Hospital Medicine, 2014. All rights reserved.

This taxonomy allows separation into areas that involve disease management, case management, and discharge-planning interventions. Structured nursing involvement is vital for successful completion of all three of these phases of heart failure management. In particular, the first two phases, “pre-discharge” and “transition of care” interventions [15-20], are highly dependent upon an organized nursing team within the hospital. The “post-discharge phase” includes approaches such as home-care visits. The value of this intervention has been the subject of a recent comprehensive review [21].

It is likely the several interventions throughout all three of these phases of heart failure management are required to produce significant changes in heart failure readmission rates [9, 15]. The importance of the cumulative effect provided by a series of successful multiple interventions have been well demonstrated in a recent study by Bradley et al. [9]. These investigators surveyed almost 600 hospitals and found six independent strategies that were associated with statistically significant lower hospital risk-standardized 30-day readmission rates. These strategies are as follows:

1) Partnering with community physicians or physician groups to reduce readmission rates
2) Partnering with local hospitals to reduce readmissions
3) Having nurses responsible for medication reconciliation
4) Arranging follow-up appointments before discharge
5) Having a process in place to send all discharge paper or electronic summaries directly to the patient’s primary physician
6) Assigning staff to follow up on test results that return after the patient is discharged.
The isolated impact of each individual strategy conferred less than half a percentage point reduction in "risk-standardized 30-day readmission rates" \[^9\]. Thus it appears that the cumulative effect of many separate interventions is a prerequisite for clinically, and economically, meaningful reductions in heart failure readmissions.

However, the difficulty in reliably implementing interventions to reduce heart failure readmissions continues to be a major obstacle. Indeed, Bradley \textit{et al.} found less than 30\% of hospitals implemented the majority of the six strategies and only 7\% implemented all six. It is also interesting to note that the value of each individual intervention appeared proportionately greater in hospitals that used a larger number of the strategies \[^9\]. Thus, it is tempting to speculate that more comprehensive heart failure programs may achieve a more effective "heart failure culture" leading to better implementation of each individual strategy. Conversely, a useful intervention that is imperfectly employed is likely to have its beneficial effect underestimated or overlooked. Thus, we would expect focused nursing care to enhance the effect of not only well established interventions, but may also reveal the importance of newer interventions that are currently of uncertain benefit.

**Pre-discharge**

Successful heart failure programs initiate interventions early in the pre-discharge phase (which commences immediately upon admission). For example, the Project RED heart failure program designated a nurse discharge advocate who initiated interventions within the first 24 hours of admission. This key individual completed numerous interventions, including medication reconciliation, communicating with hospital physicians, and patient education. In addition, the nurse discharge advocate explained medication plans to patients and generated an individualized patient instruction booklet. The success of structured nurse-led heart failure programs may also stem from the fact that even small enhancements of important nurse-dependent interventions may be efficacious.

For example, precise nursing will help ensure the early introduction of evidence-based heart failure therapy and confirm that the discharge medical regimen meets national guideline standards. Moreover, patient-centered education by nurses throughout the pre-discharge phase and follow-up post-discharge will improve patient compliance \[^{22-25}\]. Also, the impact of even simple interventions conducted well during the pre-discharge phase may produce considerable improvements in the outcome \[^{26, 27}\]. For example, marked improvements in patient compliance have been reported by use of a nurse-generated “user-friendly” patient discharge form, combined with telephone follow-up by a nurse. In a randomized series of 122 patients, only 14.9\% of patients receiving this intervention failed to follow up within 21 days, compared to 40.8\% of the concurrent controls. Furthermore, only 11.5\% of the recommended outpatient workups in the intervention group were not completed compared with over 30\% in the control group who failed to complete workups \[^{27}\].

Improvements in patient compliance, coupled with more reliable implementation of evidence-based heart failure therapy, can translate into markedly improved outcomes. It is well accepted that guideline-recommended heart failure therapy reduces heart failure readmissions, and that patient adherence to long-term therapy significantly reduces mortality \[^{29-33}\].

Nurse-led heart failure programs can improve the implementation of evidence-based therapy in multiple ways. Specialized nursing facilitates better coordination of medical therapy between hospital physicians, outpatient physicians and their patients \[^{11, 13, 14, 31}\].

In fact, recent studies have measured the magnitude of the benefit conferred by in-hospital initiation of evidence-based heart failure therapy. These data may allow us to gain a somewhat more quantitative appreciation of the benefit achieved through better implementation of evidence-based heart failure drug therapy by focused heart failure nursing care.

One such study utilized the IMPROVE-heart-failure registry to examine outcomes in 4000 heart failure patients \[^{30}\]. Patient-centered educational efforts about heart failure reduced the risk of death by 27\% in this series of patients. It is interesting to note that a significant incremental benefit was seen with the serial addition of up to four to five therapies. For
example, beta blockers, ACE inhibitors/ARBs, and ICDs, when combined with patient-centered heart failure education, reduced the risk of death at two years by 81% [30].

We hypothesize that such a marked benefit can only be achieved by careful attention to detail performed by well-coordinated specialized nursing care. Knowledgeable heart failure nursing may also be expected to help with the optimization of other parameters of heart failure treatment, including volume status, weights, vital signs, electrolyte balance and renal function. Early attention to these indices and improved communication with hospital physicians will also decrease the risk of heart failure readmissions.

It should be noted that the “pre-discharge phase” encompasses the entire admission period. This time period provides an important window of opportunity to complete other valuable interventions such as mitigating non-medical factors (e.g., support at home) that may increase the risk for readmission [13].

**Transition of care**

“Transition of care” interventions (see Figure 1) are aimed specifically at avoiding poor clinical outcomes arising from uncoordinated and lapses of care during transfer between two different locations. This key strategy to reduce heart failure readmissions has attracted much interest as one of the principal targets of multidisciplinary heart failure programs [11, 13, 14]. It has been defined as “a broad range of time-limited services designed to ensure health care continuity, avoid preventable poor outcomes among at-risk populations, and promote the safe and timely transfer of patients from one care setting to another” [5].

In fact, national performance measures have now recommended several interventions, largely driven by nursing staff that improve the “transition of care” [8]. The growing interest in optimizing “care transition” is further underscored by several national performance measures directly addressing the standard of care for discharging heart failure patients. For example, in 2011, the ACC/AHA/AMA Performance Consortium [22] added a “documented post-discharge appointment” to the list of heart failure performance measures. The elements of the documentation were also very exact and require location, date, and time for a follow-up office visit or home health care visit.

![Figure 1. Care Transition](image-url)
Structured heart failure programs that already follow many of these recommendations have shown improved patient follow-up post-discharge. For example, in a series of 749 patients, Project RED heart failure investigators found that “patient reported” physician follow-up 30 days post-discharge was 62% in the intervention group, compared with 44% of the control group.

Recently the AHA, ACC, and the Heart Failure Society guidelines have placed a strong emphasis on “post discharge systems of care” [33]. The recommendations specify the following: activity level, diet, discharge medications, a follow-up appointment, weight monitoring and what to do if symptoms worsen. Furthermore, the Joint Commission performance measures mandate that all patients with heart failure should receive comprehensive written discharge instructions, or other educational materials, that address the topics listed above [1]. These measures are publicly reported by hospitals. Elements of the education plan involve both teaching content areas and self-management behaviors [34, 35].

Patient education, through teach-back and patient counseling, is being increasingly used in heart failure programs (see Figure 2) [13]. This intervention is also supported by a position statement from the AHA [33]. However, significant barriers to patient self-care education are often present, such as cognitive impairment [36, 37], depression [38], and poor health literacy [13].

![Figure 2. Care Coordination](image-url)

Also, despite the above recommendations, “care transition” remains poorly implemented [10]. This problem has been well illustrated in a recent study by Bradley et al. [10], who examined responses from 537 hospitals enrolled in the Hospital to Home (H2H) quality improvement program. These investigators reported the implementation of 10 key interventions across three separate areas [1]: quality improvement efforts and performance monitoring regarding readmission [2], medication management, and [3] discharge and follow-up procedures. It was found that less than half of hospitals had
partnered with community physicians. Furthermore, less than 30% of hospitals consistently linked inpatient and outpatient prescription records electronically. In addition, only a quarter of the hospitals stated that they always sent a discharge summary directly to the patient’s primary medical doctor. Overall, 4.8 of 10 key practices were implemented, with less than 3% of hospitals employing all 10 practices. Thus, even if the specified targets of care transition are delineated, the health care environment required to successfully adopt them may be absent. In contrast, heart failure programs, which have effectively mastered “care transition”, have shown significant reductions in readmissions [11, 14].

Important components of Care Transition include the following [13, 39]:

- Medications reconciled with preadmission list
- Medication use/side effects reviewed using teach-back with patients/caregivers
- Teach-back used to confirm patient/caregiver understanding of diagnosis, prognosis, self-care requirements, and symptoms of complications requiring immediate medical attention (see Figure 3)
- Action plan for management of symptoms/side effects/complications requiring medical attention established and shared with patient/caregiver using teach-back
- Discharge education plan completed and provided to patient/caregiver at discharge
- Discharge communication provided to post-hospitalization care providers
- Documented receipt of discharge information from principal care providers
- Direct communication with principal outpatient provider at discharge
- Telephone contact arranged within 72 hours of discharge in order to assess the patient’s condition, and adherence to the discharge plan, and to reinforce follow-up
- Medication safety discussion after discharge

Preparation for care transition should ideally start at the time of admission and be developed throughout the hospitalization [21]. In addition to facilitating timely interventions, this approach also allows the assessment of the risk for readmission well before discharge. This can be performed by identifying high-risk markers for readmission [40], which may include multiple hospitalizations in the last 6 months (the strongest single risk factor), the absence of a caregiver, cognitive impairment, and poor health literacy. Identifying patients at high-risk for readmission will help optimize the distribution of resources and possibly ameliorating prior to discharge.

### Questions to Engage the Patient in Teach-Back

- “I want to make sure I explained everything clearly. Can you explain it back to me so I’m sure I did?”
- “What will you tell your spouse about the changes the doctor made to your prescribed medications?”
- “I want to make sure I did a good job at teaching you today about ............ Can you please tell me in your own words............?”
- “We’ve gone over a lot of information, in your own words, can you review with me what we talked about?”

**Figure 3.** Questions to Engage the Patient in Teach-back

For example, unrecognized cognitive impairment has been reported to be present in as many as 50%-70% of elderly heart failure patients [37]. Even mild cognitive impairment may negate or dilute the benefit of in-hospital self-care education. This is underscored by a recent series of 125 patients with mild cognitive impairment admitted with heart failure who
received pre-discharge patient-centered education. The investigators found, that at 30 days post-discharge, there was no significant change in the ability to self-care. Moreover, there was no difference in readmission rates between the intervention and non-intervention groups [36]. Thus, identification of significant cognitive impairment should change the approach to patient education with a shift in focus on educating caregivers and family members. Without an appreciation of such barriers to interventions, nursing time and resources will be misapplied.

Thus, care transition is a specialized time-consuming process and requires a deep understanding of the obstacles that may diminish the effect of certain interventions. Indeed, the success achieved by several structured heart failure programs underscores the time investment required to optimize care transition as well as pre-discharge care.

Conclusions

Several nurse-led interventions have emerged as extremely valuable in reducing heart failure readmissions. These include the following: patient education and self-care instruction (both inpatient and outpatient), case management, multi-disciplinary outpatient care, telephone support, as well as improving links and planning community care at hospital discharge. The successful implementation of multiple interventions is essential to produce a significant reduction in heart failure readmissions. The majority of these interventions is “nurse-driven”, and can most efficaciously be implemented in structured nurse-led heart failure programs. It is likely that many heart failure programs will continue to underperform without the use of coordinated care from specialized heart failure nurses.
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